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Abstract
A study of the thermoelastic response of a semi-space medium to a short laser pulse
generated heat is presented. This study uses the generalized thermoelasticity theory
proposed by Green and Lindsay. This theory generalizes the classical theory of
thermoelasticity by developing hyperbolic heat conduction equations and temperature-rate
dependent constitutive equations. By so doing, an inherent paradox and physically
unrealistic result in the classical theory of thermoelasticity that proposes infinite speed of
thermal responses through amedium is corrected. Its validity is justified by the satisfaction
of Fourier's law by which classical thermoelasticity is based. The Green-Lindsay theory
adopts two thermal relaxation times and a thermoelastic coupling constant as specific
material parameters to account for finite speed thermoelasticwaves.
Themodel presented in this study uses a semi-spacemedium that has imposed on
its boundary a laser induced heat of the form of a product of an exponentially decreasing
function of the semi-space depth and a skewed Gaussian temporal profile. A numerical
analysis of the exact closed form solution is presented. This analysis reveals that for a fixed
cross section of the semi-space depth, the stress-temperature response is represented by a
pair of smooth transiental functions of time and display two distinct planar thermal wave
fronts of finite speed.
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Classical thermoelasticity has developed its theories from a useful coupling and
generalization of the theories of rigid body heat conduction and the theory of elasticity. In
this generalization, classical thermoelasticity theories have been found to be very effective
in the analysis and solution tomany practical problems where the effects of a
thermomechanical loading on a body produces thermoelastic responses such as
displacement, heat flux, stress, and temperature change. However, the classical theories
have also been challenged as inexact, particularly in applications that involve sudden heat
inputs, very short time spans, high heat fluxes, and low temperatures (~1K). This is
because the classical formulations result in a parabolic heat conduction equation that
predicts the effects of an external thermal loading to be felt instantaneously at any cross
section far from the loading in amedium thus suggesting infinite speed of thermal
response. To resolve this unrealistic result, many investigations (analytical and empirical)
have sought to develop a generalization to the classical theory of thermoelasticity thatwould
effectively predict finitewave speeds of a thermoelastic response.
This thesis is a study of generalized thermoelasticitywith an objective of tracking a
brief history of the development and usefulness of the generalized theory, providing an
introduction and foundation to the fundamental equations and constitutive parameters
associated with the generalized theory, and finally providing a numerical analysis of an
exact analytical, closed form solution for a specific model. It is the next step in studies
published by Hetnarski and Ignaczak that have examined the generalized theories for a rigid
thermoelastic body in a semi-space subjected to a planar heat source [7] and a short laser
pulse [8] and previous thesis work by Gorman [3] who completed a one-dimensional
numerical analysis for the thermoelastic body subjected to a planar heat source. This thesis
concentrates on the numerical analysis for the case of a thermoelastic body in a semi-space
subjected to a short laser pulse.
In beginning this study, Chapter 2 initiates a historical review of thermoelasticity
concepts describing some of the significant work that has revolutionized this field of
science since the late 1800's. A developmental flow is established that highlights the
foundations of the theory. An explanation of the unrealistic paradox of infinite thermal
wave speed is introduced and the key equations thatwork to resolve that paradox,
associated with the generalized theory, are introduced. Integral with this discussion, is an
introduction of the concept of thermal relaxation times and the theories that effectively use
them in the constitutive equations.
In Chapter 3, the general solution of thermoelasticitywith two relaxation times is
introduced and briefly describes the techniques and tools utilized to achieve the solution.
These tools include the use ofGreen's function and the decomposition theorem. It is in
Chapter 3 thatmany of the key parameters are defined and formulated.
The closed form solution for the response to a short laser pulse in a semi-space is
developed in Chapter 4. The laser profile is described and general problem constraints are
stated. The chapter concludes with discrete formulations for the stress-temperature
response and gives a hypothesis for the response through the range of values considered in
this model.
Chapter 5 outlines themethodologies thatwere utilized in the construction of the
numerical analysis. This part of the analysis details the key intermediate functions and their
behaviors that are integral to the stress-temperature formulations based on a defined set of
parameter values. Mathematica Version 3, byWolfram Research is the programming
application used for this analysis. The program, which includes plots of all the
intermediate functions, is listed in its entirety inAppendix A. Chapter 5 concludes with
graphical representations of the three components thatmake up the stress-temperature
response pairs. It is in these representations that the evidence of the two wave fronts
become apparent.
In Chapter 6, the total stress-temperature response is studied by combining the three
components thatwere analyzed in Chapter 5. This chapter leads directly into Chapter 7
which provides a discussion of conclusions including a brief discussion of the applicability
of this study to practical applications and possible directions for future work.
As previously stated, theMathematica program, in its entirety, is listed inAppendix
A. SinceMathematica is a high level interpreted language that uses program objects rather
than program source code, and because it possesses an elegant output formatting structure,
itwas possible to incorporate the function plots for this thermoelasticmodel directly as part





Thermoelasticity is the study of an elastic body or material under the influence of
non-uniform changes in its temperature field. It is a generalization of the theory of
elasticity by accounting for thermal reactions as well as mechanical reactions. The theories
of thermoelasticity (classical andmodified) have been developed by a useful coupling of
Fourier's law and the related Fourier's law of heat conduction with the standard
formulations developed in the theory of elasticity. In the theory of thermoelasticity, the
constitutive equations that describe the elastic behavior of a particular material include
temperature dependencies and relationships derived from Fourier's laws that effectively
relate the heat flux in a bodywith a local temperature gradient.
To further develop the understanding of thermoelasticity, it is instructive to examine
the fundamental concepts that are developed independently by the theory of elasticity and
the heat transfer theories associated with heat conduction.
As stated by Gould [4], "The theory ofelasticity comprises a consistent set of
equations which uniquely describe the state of stress, strain, and displacement at each point
within an elastic deformable
body."
An elastic deformable body is one thatmay be





elements only to the extent that upon release of the
"loading"
the bodywill fully return to its
original undeformed state. Interestingly, when a body undergoes such a loading thatmay
either compress or dilate elements of the body, the elements undergoing the deformation
will experience internal stresses that are directly related to the resulting strain butwill also
experience a temperature change that is related to the deformation. As such, an elementwill
experience a temperature rise in the state of compression, and a temperature decrease in the
state of dilation [4], albeit very small. These temperature changes are not treated in the
theory of elasticity and are left for the formulations derived in the theory of
thermoelasticity.
In the study of heattransfer, themain interest is in the rate of heat exchange that
may take place in a given system. This is, of course, relevant any time a temperature
gradient exists within a system; in particular a material body. In the study of heat transfer,
a quantity referred to as the heat flux (q) is defined as the amount of heat transfer per unit
area, per unit time and is readily determined from the law relating the heat flux to the
temperature gradient. This is commonly referred to as Fourier's law named for the French
mathematical physicist Joseph Fourierwho used the theory in his analyticwork in the
theory of heat. The theory is further expanded into conductive heat transferwhich defines
themode of heat transfer where energy exchange takes place from a region of high
temperature to a region of low temperature by the kineticmotion or direct impact of
molecules or electrons. In this mode, Fourier's law is expanded to account for
relationships between a temperature gradient (heat gains by conduction) and a rate of
change of temperature with respect to time. It is these heat transfer theories that are used as
a fundamental basiswith the formulations from the theory of elasticity that establish the
models used in classical linear thermoelasticity.
In this chapter, a historical review of the various theories of thermoelasticitywill be
reviewed. The review will begin with a study of the classical theory of linear
thermoelasticity and will progress to a study of the generalized theory of thermoelasticity.
The generalized theory seeks to resolve practical paradoxes inherent in the classical theory
by incorporating into the theory the concept of second sound. The chapterwill conclude
with a review of previous work that has formulated both qualitative and numerical results.
2.2 - Classical Theory of Linear Thermoelasticity
The classical theory of linear thermoelasticity, like all other theories in the realm of
continuum mechanics, is based on three basic laws; (1) the law of motion which includes
kinematic and static equilibrium equations, (2) the conservation ofmass, and (3) the
conservation of energy, which in the theory of thermoelasticity is derived as the first law of
thermodynamics. Overarching these three laws is the second law of thermodynamics
which ensures the positive production of entropy.
It is important to note that the classical theory of linear thermoelasticity imposes
additional constraints of validity on themedium under study in that only small deformations
(relative to the dimensions of the medium), small temperature changes (relative to the
absolute initial temperature of themedium), and gradual temperature changes are
considered. Under these constraints it is reasonable to deduce that strain will depend
linearly on stress and temperature and that Fourier's equation of heat conduction will apply
[11]. Additionally, since only gradual temperature changes are under consideration, it is
reasonable to further deduce that inertial characteristics associatedwith themedium's
deformationwill be negligible thus reducing the equations ofmotion to the equations of
equilibrium. This gradual motion under these temperature effects is termed quasi-static
motion [11].
For a body conforming to linear elasticity, the theory of elasticity determines that a
linear relationshipmust exist between stress and strain. In consideration of temperature
effects of a body in an elastic state, it is convenient to define a thermoelastic potential (<I>)
thatmay be introduced into the stress-strain relationship such that,
oti- (2.2.1)
detJ
where O depends on both strain components and, in contrast to isothermal elasticity, on
temperature. If <I> is of quadratic form, then it is clear by observation that the generalized
Hooke's law will be valid, thus, the stress will be related linearly to the strain and will also
be a function of temperature.
In determining solutions to problems of thermoelasticity, the first step is always to
determine the temperature field that is ultimately generating the stress-strain response. To
do this, the heat transfer theories of heat conduction, based on Fourier's law for rigid





0 = 9-Go (2.2.3)
which relates the heat flux (q) to the temperature gradient (V0). The additional terms are
defined as, temperature difference (0), absolute temperature (), initial uniform
temperature (0O), and thermal conductivity (K). Theminus sign indicates that heatwill
flow in the direction of decreasing temperature.
Combining equation (2.2.2) with the law of conservation of energy, thus balancing
heat flow into a body with heat flow out of a body, the Fourier's equation of heat
conduction is derived. First, considering the case of uniform heat conduction with an
internal heat source, the equation is stated as,
= A(V20 + W) (2.2.4)
dt K
whereA is a constant for thematerial of the body defined as,
A = (2.2.5)
pc
given an internal heat source, (W), and material constants defined as mass density (p) and
specific heat (c).
For the case where an internal heat source is absent, equation (2.2.4) reduces to,
= AV20. (2.2.6)
dt
To establish a complete set of relationships for the theory of thermoelasticity, it is
necessary to derive constitutive equations that are temperature dependent and include
Fourier's law. These constitutive equations are described as coupled equations due to their
characteristics of fully describing the thermomechanical interaction of an external loading or
heat source imposed on an elastic body. These coupled equations will include relationships
between heat flux, displacement, stress, and temperature thus setting a firm foundation for
the thermal andmechanical changes thatmay occur in an elastic body subjected to a thermal
ormechanical loading [3]. In considering an ideal thermoelastic body, it is noted that the
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mechanical deformations and thermal variants will vanish upon the removal of the external
thermomechanical load.
The non-isothermal thermoelastic process is described by a set of field equations
and inequalities defined as (taken from [9]):
a) Geometrical relations
- relates the strain field to the displacement field.
b) The laws of balance of forces and moments.
c) The law of conservation of energy.
d) The constitutive relations - couples the temperature changes to the stress
and strain tensors.
e) Fourier's law.
The partial differential equation (2.2.6) represents the fundamental heat equation.
This equation is characteristically a parabolic relationship. By virtue of this characteristic,
the equation predicts that a temperature change ( 0) will be observed at any point distant
from the application point in infinite time within a semi-space. In an example cited by
Gorman [3], originally solved by Beck, et. al. (page 17 [1]), a semi-space (jc > 0) is
considered for (t> 0) with the following initial and boundary conditions.
Initial conditions:
0(jc,O) = 0 where; 0 = 6(x,t) (2.2.7)
Boundary conditions:
0(0,0 = 90 (2.2.8)
In the solution of this example, Beck, et. al. uses a Green's function. Green's
functions are useful as a basic solution to a specific differential equation with homogeneous
boundary conditions. As an example, aGreen's functionmay be used to describe the
temperature distribution response from an instantaneous thermal pulse. Green's functions
9
have been used extensively in the solution of transient and steady-state linear heat
conduction problems.
Through the use of aGreen's function, the solution has the form of the
complimentary error function (erfc), such that:
e(x>;)_floerfc(_y







and is graphically represented in Figure (2.2. 1) across a range of (jc) spatial values for a
given fixed time (f). Figure (2.2. 1) clearly shows that at any distance from the point of
heat application, a temperature effectwill be observed instantaneously as characterized by
the error function's values asymptotically approaching the x-axis as (x) increases.
erfc(x)
Figure 2.2. 1 -ParabolicRepresentation ofTemperatureDistribution
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The solution to this problem, as shown above, presents a physical paradox that has
been studied by many researchers over the past forty years. The physical paradox is
understood by asking the question, "How can the effect of a thermal disturbance be
observed instantaneously at distances infinitely far from the original thermal source given a
continuous
medium?"
From an intuitive point of view, this effect is physically impossible
and from a theoretical sense, inexact.
Formost practical problems in heat conduction, the solutions produced by the
classical formulations are likely to present a level of accuracy thatwill suffice the problem
at hand. However, there does exist a range of problem types that would suffer by not
using amodification to the classical solutions thatminimize or eliminate the effects due to
this paradox. The literature over the past thirty years has identified problem types that
involve sudden heat inputs, very short time spans, high heat fluxes, and low temperatures
(~1K) as those thatwill benefitmost from amodified classical formulation. Thesemay be
closely linked to applications including laser penetration, laserwelding, explosive bonding,
and explosivemelting [2].
2.3 - Generalized Thermoelasticity
To resolve the problem of infinite speed of thermal propagation presented by a
parabolic solution in classical thermoelasticity, a hyperbolic solution is proposed in the
form of a one-dimensional wave equation. This implies a formulation of the form:
<?20 d2d
n
- = 0 (2.3.1)
dx1 dt2 v
A solution to this problem is also cited by Gorman [3]. Similar to the solution of
the problem presented for the parabolic formulation, a case is considered on the semi-space
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x > 0 and t> 0. For this problem, the following initial and boundary conditions are
defined:
Initial conditions:
0(jc,O) = 0 where 0 = 6{x,t) (2.3.2)
Boundary conditions:
0(0,?) = 60t[H(t)] (2.3.3)
whereH(t) is the Heaviside function defined by:
TO, t < 0
"<'>-{., o
(23'4)
A solution to this problem is:
d(x,t) = d0{t-x)[H(t-x)] (2.3.5)
such that:
TO, (t-x)<0
0 = J (2.3.6)
\60(t-x), (t-x)*0
12
90 (t-x) [H(t-x) ] ; t=t0
x
Figure 2.3. 1 -HyperbolicRepresentation ofTemperature Distribution
The solution (2.3.5) to this hyperbolic formulation is graphically presented in
Figure (2.3. 1). It is clear from this representation that the solution presents a characteristic
wave phenomenon rather than the diffusion phenomenon apparent in the parabolic solution.
This is evident from the observation that for values of x > tQ, at any fixed time (t0), the
temperature disturbance response vanishes. Thus, the disturbance travels through the
medium with finite speed.
Since it appears that the hyperbolicwave equationwill more adequately characterize
a thermal disturbance response in amedium, much research has been dedicated to
postulating reasonable and justifiable formulations thatwill properly represent thewave
propagation phenomenon without violating Fourier's law. This research has lead to even
higher levels of generalization of the thermoelasticity theories. The development of these
are presented in the subsequent sections.
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2.3.1 - Concept of Thermal Relaxation Time
Wave type heat flow was first postulated byMaxwell (1867) who suggested a
modification to Fourier's law to accommodate the concept. SinceMaxwell's first
postulation, others have continued to speculate thermal wave propagation inmediums such
as gases and liquids as well as solids. Primarily, research and experimentation has
concentrated on mediums considered to be "good thermal
conductors"
most specifically at
very low temperatures (i.e. 0 K 3 K).
In the completion of research studies on super fluid helium, Landau ( 1941)
described the wave type phenomenon as the propagation of phonon density disturbance that
possessed a wave speed approximately 57% of the speed of
"ordinary"
sound at 0 K.
Experimentally, this propagation was first detected in liquid helium at 1.4 K by Peshkov
(1944). Later studies in the late 1960's and early 1970's observed the phenomenon in
sapphire and other crystals. Due to the characteristic nature of the thermal wave
propagation and its similarities to the wave characteristics of sound, the term second sound
has been regularly used to describe the effect [2].
Cattaneo (1948) worked extensively to develop a theoretical basis to account for the
existence of second sound. His proposal was to generalize Fourier's law; in effect
formulating a modified Fourier's law. As discussed earlier, themodification was directed
at creating a hyperbolic relationship in the heat conduction equation. This modification,
commonly referred to as Cattaneo's equation adds a term that is the product of a
non-
(dq\
negative constant (t) and a flux-rate term
^
. The non-negative constant is called the
\dt)
thermalrelaxation time. Chandrasekharaiah (1986) [2] described a physical interpretation
for the thermal relaxation time as the time lag necessary for an element in amaterial to attain
steady state heat conduction subsequent to the application of a sudden temperature gradient
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on the element. Tamma further characterized an understanding of the thermal relaxation
time by describing the transport of thermal energy as quantized electronic excitations (free
electrons) and vibrational energy (phonons) that experience collisions of a dissipative
nature causing a thermal resistance in amedium. The average communication time between
these collisions for the initiation of resistive flow is termed the thermal relaxation time [12].
2.3.2 - Thermoelasticity with One Relaxation Time
As first proposed by Cattaneo (1948) and later studied extensively by Lord and
Shulman (1967), a generalization of Fourier's law and the heat conduction equation to
include a single relaxation time was developed. In the case of an isotropic and










The equation (2.3.8) is hyperbolic and will therefore predict thermal responses that
propagates at a finite speed. It should be noted that as the thermal relaxation time (t)
approaches zero, equation (2.3.7) resorts to equation (2.2.2) and equation (2.3.8) resorts
to equation (2.2.6) in the classical theory.
Throughout the development of the generalized thermoelasticity theory, themain
motivation has been to develop a hyperbolic heat conduction equation to allow prediction of
finite wave speeds in thermal response waves. This clearly addresses the obvious physical
interpretation but does not by itself allow acceptance based on a firmmathematical
foundation. Ignaczak and Bialy (1980) were successful in developing the desired solution
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mathematically by proving a domain of influence theorem. The theorem asserts that for an
unbounded body, a thermoelastic disturbance produced by a thermomechanical load on a
bounded support cannot invade the entire body in finite time [10]. The theorem considers
an initial-boundary value problem in terms of the temperature and an expression defined as




An exploration of the domain of influence theorem and its proof is beyond the
scope of this thesis. Suffice it to say, however, that by the proof of this theorem, the
existence of the second sound phenomenon in thermoelastic disturbances has been
established based on a firm mathematical foundation.
2.3.3 - Thermoelasticity with Two Relaxation Times
In the previous section, the generalized theory of elasticity with one relaxation time
was developed on the basis that Fourier's law and the resulting heat conduction equation
assumed a modified
"predetermined"
form by the addition of a heat flux rate term. Miiller
(1971) considered an alternative to the predetermined assumptions in the heat conduction
equation by formulating general constitutive equations for the entropy flux and entropy
source and by using a generalized entropy inequality [2]. In this generalized theory, Miiller
developed a nonlinear theory of thermoelasticity that included temperature-rate among the
constitutive variables thus also considering second sound effects. In 1972, Green and
Lindsay [5] formulated a theory similar toMidler's thatwas much less complex and more
explicit. Green and Lindsay's theory is based on an entropy production inequality
proposed by Green and Laws (1972), includes the constitutive relations for entropy flux
and entropy source, and also includes the temperature-rate as one of the constitutive
16
variables. Thus, the theory is described as Temperature-RateDependentThermoelasticity.
The characteristic ofGreen and Lindsay's theory that is ofmost interest is that it does not
make anymodification to the classical Fourier's Law [2].
As a summary of the discussions in this chapter, Figure (2.3.2) graphically shows
the flow of the analytical work that has progressed, leading to the current generalized
theories.







- Parabolic heat conduction
equations
- Material constants independent
1 ' 1 '
Thermoelasticity





- Hyperbolic heat conduction
equations
- Modified Fourier's Law with
flux- rate term
- Hyperbolic heat conduction
equations
- Temperature- rate dependent
constitutive equations
- No modification to Fourier's
Law
Figure 2.3. 2 - Theory of Thermoelasticity Flow Development
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In the next chapter, closed form solutions of generalized thermoelasticitywill be
discussed as studied by Hetnarski and Ignaczak (1993) [7]. These closed form solutions
will then be applied to the specific study under consideration in this thesis; the response of




Thermoelasticity with Two Relaxation Times
3.1 - Introduction
Hetnarski and Ignaczak, in [7], developed the closed form solutions to the initial-
boundary value problem for the one-dimensional case of dynamic coupled thermoelasticity.
In the article referenced, the following three requirements for the solutions are noted.
a) They are valid for a large range of independent variables and material variables.
b) They are useful in obtaining physically sound analytical solutions.
c) Theymay be relevant in experimentation on a thermoelastic body in which
quasi-
mechanical (first sound) and quasi-thermal (second sound) effects may be
observed.
As discussed in the previous chapter, this study begins with the understanding that
the generalized theory of thermoelasticity in the temperature-rate dependent casewill make
modifications by generalizing the constitutive relations for stress, temperature, and entropy
by introducing two relaxation times (f, t0) and a thermoelastic coupling constant (e). The
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relaxation times and thermoelastic coupling constant are dimensionless and are constrained
to ranges defined by (f > t0 > 1) and (e > 0).
To obtain the closed form solution, Hetnarski and Ignaczak presented a
one-
dimensional Green's function corresponding to an instantaneous plane source of heat in an
infinite body of the Green-Lindsay type, presented a similar analysis for a semi-space, and
provided the details of completing the inverse Laplace transforms for both the infinite space
and semi-space.
3.2 - Formulation of the Problem
The problem first to be considered is a semi-infinite solid (semi-space x > 0) of the
Green-Lindsay type initially at rest, subject to a thermal disturbance in the form of an
instantaneous heat source on the plane x - x0 > 0. The bounding plane of this semi-infinite
solid is stress free andmaintained at a zero temperature. A further assumption is that the
thermoelastic wave response due to the heat source vanishes at infinity. The stress and
temperature responses generated by the planar heat source are described in terms of a scalar
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where (5) is defined as the stress field, (T) is defined as the temperature field, (r) is defined
as the heat source, and (T) is the central operator of the one-dimensional, homogeneous,
isotropic, temperature-rate dependent thermoelasticity defined as:
where (f, t0) are the two thermal relaxation times and (e) is the thermoelastic coupling
constant such that:
t
zt0>l e > 0 (3.2.5)
Note that all quantities in the formulations are of dimensionless form.
In considering homogeneous initial and boundary conditions for the solution of this





= 0 k = 0, 1, 2, 3 (3.2.6)
T(x,0) =
dT(X,0)
= 0 *>0 (3.2.7)
dt
Boundary conditions:
0(0,0 = T(0,0 = 0 t>0 (3.2.8)
As stated, the initial conditions verify that the semi-space is initially
thermomechanically at rest and the boundary conditions verify that the plane (x = 0) is
stress free and at zero temperature for all t (t> 0).
The set of functions defined by equations [(3.2.1), (3.2.2), (3.2.3)] generated by
the scalar potential (<I>) are one-dimensional Green's function or temperature-rate dependent
thermoelasticity for the semi-infinite solid [7].
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3.3 - Green's Function
To complete this problem formulation, a closed form Green's functionmust be
developed. This is a rigorous analysis that is well documented in [7]. In very basic terms,
the closed form Green's function is generated by the field equations and homogeneous
initial conditions that have been presented above. A Laplace transform technique is used to
solve the initial-boundary value problem. An importantmathematical tool that is used to
complete the solution of the central equations is the use of a decomposition theorem.
Fundamentally, decompositionwill reduce the resulting partial differential equations from
fourth order to second order thereby simplifying the solution process. The decomposition
theorem states (from [9]):
Let <f> = Q>(x,t) be a solution ofthe equation
f*I> = 0 (x>0) (3.3.1)
satisfying the homogeneous initial conditions
t-(x,0)
= 0 * = 0,1,2,3 (3.3.2)
dk<P
dtR
Then theJunction (Q>) admits the representation:
<I> =




= 0 x>0 (3.3.5)
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where Jx = Jt{x) is the Besselfunction oforder 1 and of thefirst kind.
In the process ofdecomposition, the followingparameters are defined.
a = -[(1 + e)(t0 + ) - (l -
)]a_1
(3.3.6)
p = 2^[l + {l + (3.3.7)











attenuationcoefficient: hi = kivi i = 1,2 (3.3.11)
-1/2
wave velocity: vt
= V2~(l + e +
A1'
2)~
i = 1, 2 (3.3. 12)
damping: kt = -(l+e+aA1/2) i=l,2 (3.3.13)
w/zere inequation (3.3.12) the plus, (minus) and in equation (3.3.13) the minus,
(plus) is takenfor i = 1, (i = 2).
The resulting Green's functions thatmay be used in the solution of thermoelastic






given by equations (58), (59), (95), and (96) in [7]. Here, (SN, TN) is the singular part of
the Green's function and (Sc, Tc) is the regular part of the Green's function. As part of
these formulations, additional parameters are defined as:
i
*










= a + ht (3.3.17)
In the following chapter, the general formulations that have been developed here
will be used to formulate a specific problem that derives an exact solution for the stress-
temperature response of a semi-space subjected to a short laser pulse at its boundary.
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CHAPTER 4
Response to a Short Laser Pulse
The Closed Form Solution for a Semi-Space
4.1 - Introduction
The problem to be considered is defined in [8] by understanding thatwhen laser
radiation is incident on an absorbingmaterial, laser induced thermomechanical waves will
occur through thematerial thatmay have a number of effects on the physical-mechanical
properties of the material. Thesemay include melting and vaporization of the absorbing
material andmay also include electron emission and thermal radiation from the laser heated
material. As further defined in [8], the problem here is to analyze laser induced
thermomechanical waves in an absorbing thermoelastic semi-space of the Green-Lindsay
type such that thematerial itself remains in the elastic zone (no plastic deformation) and
neithermelting nor vaporization occurs.
In this chapter, a one-dimensional solution to the field equations for the
temperature-rate dependent thermoelasticity for a semi-space subjected to a laser induced
heat sourcewill be reviewed [8]. The analysis will use the Green's functions thatwere
developed in the previous chapter for a semi-space subjected to a planar heat source. The
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closed form solutions will be revealed and a hypothesis based on a qualitative analysis of
the exact solution will be discussed. These discussions will lead into the discussions in
Chapters 5 and 6 in review of a numerical analysis based on the exact solution derived
here.
4.2 - Formulation of the Problem
In the consideration of this problem, an appropriate starting place is in
understanding the characteristics of the laser profile. In this case, the laser induced heat has
the form of a product of an exponentially decreasing function of the semi-space depth and a
skewed Gaussian temporal profile such that:
r{x,t)
= Y[t)exp(-ax) x>0,t>0 (4.2. 1)




and for all time derivatives of Y(t) ,
F^O) = 0 k = 0, 1, 2, ..., N (4.2.3)
where (a1) is an absorption coefficient (a > 0), Y0 is a material constant, and b, m, and n
are positive constants that define the profile of the laser.
In reviewing the definition of the problem, it is important to ensure that an
appropriate approach to the problem is engaged. In this case the temperature-rate
dependent theory of thermoelasticity is proposed and is justified by [8]:
a) The light energy is considered to be instantaneously converted into heat into the




b) The instantaneous thermoelastic response of a body to a short laser pulse is
sensitive to a temperature-rate due to the energy distribution of the laser pulse as
described by the skewed Gaussian profile.
The analysis as discussed in [8] places some restrictions on the problem that should
be noted. These are imposed on the problem tomake it analytically tractable. These are:
a) The thermoelastic wave is one-dimensional. This may be stated if the
dimensions of the laser beam are large compared to the depth of penetration of
heat and if the laser beam power density is constant over the spot of
incidence.
b) The semi-space is to be considered a homogeneous and isotropic thermoelastic
material of the Green-Lindsay type. This implies that the thermoelastic
properties of thematerial under consideration are independent of temperature
and are the same in every direction of the body.
c) The propagating thermoelasticwave corresponds to homogeneous initial
conditions and homogeneous stress-temperature boundary conditions. This
condition is compliantwith the initial conditions and boundary conditions
defined in Chapter 3 [(3.2.6), (3.2.7), (3.2.8)].
4.3 - Development of the Closed Form Solution
Using the one-dimensional Green's function for a semi-space as derived in [7] and
reviewed in Chapter 3 as part of this thesis, the fundamental stress-temperature response
equations to the heat supply defined by equation (4.2. 1) are:
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S(x,t)= LYirjlC exp(-ax0)s*(x,t-x;x0)dx0 dx (4.3.1)
T{x,t) = jfoY[x)\j\xp{-ax0)T'{x,t-x,x0)dx0 dx (4.3.2)
where (5*,T*) represents the stress-temperature response (Green's function) of a
semi-
space (x > 0) to an instantaneous plane source of heat at the boundary (x = x0 = 0).
[S*,T ) are given by the relationship:
S*(x,t;x0) = SN(x,t;x0)+ Sc{x,t;x0) (4.3.3)
T*(x,t;x0) = TN{x,t;x0) + Tc(x,t;x0) (4.3.4)
As stated above, (SN, TN) is the singular part of the Green's function and (Sc,Tc) is the
regular part of the Green's function. Further, from the decomposition theorem, the final
Green's function relationships are:
SN(x,t;x0) = S(X(x,t;x0)+^2){x,f,x0) = ^Sf (4.3.5)
i=l









Tc{x,t-,x0) = T?\xXx0) +T(xJ-x0)=2TX (4.3.8)
i=l
The full solutions to the Green's function are documented in [8] equations (11) and (13).
The resulting equations, however, are complex and not easilymanipulated in this form. In
[8], an alternate approach is taken whereby the Laplace transform of equations (4.3. 1) and
(4.3.2) is taken, the integration with respect to x0 is completed, and then the inverse
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Laplace transform is taken to express the formulations back into the time domain. This
procedure is well documented in [8].
In the final form of the solution, the following substitutions are made to determine










dc(x,t) = AV2Tc(x,i) *Y(t) (4.3.14)
where (*) represents the convolution operator.
4.4 - The Solution
From the development of the solution presented above, as documented in [8], the
stress-temperature pair (o, 0) depends on nine independent variables, such that,
o= o(x, t;f, tQ, e;m,n, b;a) (4.4.1)
6 = 0 (jc, t; f, t0, e; m, n, b; a) (4.4.2)
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The independent variables are defined as:
x spatial variable
t time variable
f thermoelastic relaxation time
t0 thermoelastic relaxation time
thermoelastic coupling constant
m laser shape parameter affecting positive skewness [6]
n laser shape parameter affecting negative skewness [6]
b laser shape parameter affecting pulse activation time [6]
a inverse absorption coefficient for thematerial
Further, the nine independent variables are constrained to the following inequalities.
xs=0, t>0 (4.4.3)
t
* t0 > I e > 0 (4.4.4)
m>0, n>0, b>0 (4.4.5)
a > 0 (4.4.6)
4.4.1 - Stress-Temperature Formulations
In the qualitative analysis completed in [8], the resulting stress-temperature
formulations are first defined by a singular and regular part of aGreen's function
developed for this problem. These are (ao,0o) and (crc,0c) respectively. Alternatively,
the resulting stress-temperature formulations are each defined by a diffusive part
\d >Qd ) and a wave part iow , 6W J where the wave part of the response is discretized to a
first and second wave component (ow,6w) and (crc,0c) respectively. Therefore, the stress-
temperature relationships are given by:
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where:
o-ad + av =d+aw + ac
o-ed+dw = dd+dw+ec










components for the stress-temperature relationships appearing in equations (4.4.9)
and (4.4. 10) are given by:
Diffusive part:
of(x,t) = exp{-ax)(oY{t-x)[Ri(0,x;a) + t0Ri(0,x;a)]dx (4.4.11)
































ao(O,O-aao(O,r)+j8ao(O,O-y[0o(O,O + ^o(O,O] (4-4.17)
0O(O,?) = ad0{0,t)+ pe0(0,t) + eYO0(0,t) (4.4.18)
2 2
ao(O,0
= taow(O,0; a0(0,f) = 2<7o(()(O,0 (4.4.19)
i-l i=l
0o(o,/) = 2;0o(O(o,O; 0o(o,O=j;0o(,)(o,O; 0o(o,O = ^o(O(o,O (4.4.20)
i=l i-l i=l
It is to be noted that these stress-temperature relationships at the semi-space
boundary are a simplified formulation that is only valid for the range (n > 3). Although,
per the inequality constraints listed by the inequalities (4.4.5), (n) may accept values in the
range (n > 0), for (0 < n < 3), additional time derivatives of intermediate functions not
considered in this thesismust be formulated and utilized in solution of these boundary
stress-temperature relationships (see [8]).





yo[Y{t-x) + t0Y{t-x)]a{0,x--a)dx (4.4.21)
af(O,0
= ^$Y(t -x) +
t




^0(0,f) = T^{y(f-T)[iWi(aT) + aij(0,T;-fl)]+y(/-T)Q(0,T;-a)}dT
(4.4.24)






f} = (t0 + (4.4.27)
y=2A"1/2
(4.4.28)
Also appearing in these formulations are the first, second, and third time derivatives








Y{t) = YQtn'2[n{n-l)-(2n +m-l)mbtm+b2m2t2m]exp(-btm) (4.4.31)
Y{t)=Y0tn-3{n(n-l\n-2)







4.4.2 - Intermediate Function Formulations
The functions formulated in this section are the intermediate functions that appear in
the stress-temperature relations presented in the previous section which are derived as a
consequence of consolidating terms during the integration process while the expressions

















In addition, the following first derivatives with respect to time are necessary. They









The functions M^x^t) andN^j) are the power series ofNeumann's type
associatedwith thewave-like operatorLt occurring in the decomposition theorem of the



















In the above formulations, Jn(t) is the Besselfunction of the first kind, order ra and
In(t) is theModifiedBesselfunction of the first kind, order ra.
4.5 - Hypothesis
In the qualitative analysis from [8], the expected shape of the resulting
stress-
temperature functions are reviewed. By inspecting the diffusive part of the response
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(crd,0d) , it is expected that since Y(t) andR^Oj-p) and their first derivatives are smooth for
(x s; 0), (t s; 0), (od,6d) will also be smooth through the same range of variables.
Likewise, because Y(t), M^x^ t), P^x^ t; a), and Q^x^ t, a) are smooth over the region
(x s; 0), (t 2: 0), \ow,dw) will be smooth in that region as well. For the final
stress-
temperature pair, (oc,dc), since cx0(0,0) = a0(0,0) = 0O(O,O) = 0O(O,O) = 0, and the
functions N^x^ t) andMt(xt, t) exhibit smooth behavior through the region of interest, this
stress-temperature pair will also be smooth through the region (x ^ 0), (t s 0).
Therefore, as concluded in [8], "for a fixed cross section of the semi-space (x = x > 0),





-* 0, 6{x,t) -+0ast^>+<x> (4.5. 1)
The next two chapters, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, will concentrate on the numerical
analysis of the solutions presented in this chapter. Chapter 5 will discuss the program
methodology thatwas used, will develop the algorithms and review the results for the
intermediate functions, and will conclude with the development of the algorithms and
review the results for the three components of the total stress-temperature response to the
model. Chapter 6 will be devoted to a discussion of the results from the numerical analysis





5.1 - Program Methodology
The program for this numerical analysis was written usingMathematica, Version 3,
Student Version, byWolfram Research. The program was executed on a Power
Macintosh, 8500/150. Mathematica is considered a high level interpreted language as
opposed to C or FORTRAN which are considered low level compiled languages.
Mathematica is well suited for this application due to its fully integrated environment for
technical computing using a symbolic computer languagewith awide offering of core
computational capabilities. Some of these capabilities include symbolic as well as numeric
computation. Since themajor goal in this program was to study the numerical solution, the
advantages thatMathematica offered in the area of numerical computation were impressive.
These include adaptive precision control to guarantee precision on results, high
performance compilation of functional numerical operations, optimized algorithms for one
and higher dimensional interpolation, and high dimensional numerical integration.
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As the development of the program progressed, it became obvious that with the
multiple levels of recursion necessary in the intermediate functions to satisfy the
computations, particularly in computing the stress-temperature components, an approach to
reduce recursion would be needed to optimize the computer run time. The adopted
approachwas to define interpolated functions for some of the more complex intermediate
functions in the stress-temperature formulations. To do this,Mathematica uses a built in
expression object, InterpolatingFunction, constructed by an Interpolation object. The
interpolated functions will approximate a given function based on a set of discrete points
that are calculated exactly from the function's formulation. Mathematica will fit polynomial
curves, of order three, between the discrete points calculated. In creating the interpolated
function, Mathematica assumes the function to vary smoothly between the calculated
points. For the program used in this thesis, those functions that exhibited inherent jumps
or other discontinuities in their formulationwere interpolatedwith a greater number of
points. For smooth varying functions, points were selected in 1.0 increments of
"time"
while for functions with jumps, points were selected in 0. 1 increments of
"time."
Tests
were conducted to compare the actual function values to the interpolated function values
with errors well less than 1%.
The numerical integration thatMathematica performs is completed not by looking at
the functional form of the integrand but instead by simply finding a sequence of numerical
values of the integrand at particular points then tries to deduce from those points a good
approximation to the integral. In order to obtain a definite result, then, Mathematica must
make certain assumptions about the smoothness and other properties of the integrand. Care
was taken to try and ensure that integrands varied smoothly over the integration ranges of
interest to avoid precision errors in the results.
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The remainder of this chapterwill systematically follow the process that was used
in the development of theMathematica program for this analysis. The program itself is
presented inAppendixA.
5.2 - Parameter Values
The numerical values assigned to the parameters used in this analysis are presented
in this section. All parameters are used in a dimensionless sense although each may have a
dimensional interpretation (i.e. time, distance, etc.). For example, the keymaterial
parameters (f, t0, e) have been estimated under certain constraints. For the thermoelastic
coupling constant, (e), values have been estimated for a classical thermoelastic solid (i.e.
giving no consideration to the thermal relaxation time). These are (from [3] and [9])
e = 3.56 x
IO"6
for aluminum









The desire for this study is to set parameter values similar to those used in previous studies
to adopt consistency for comparing results. Therefore, the values that will approximate an
aluminum alloy for this model material will be used.
Similarly, thermal relaxation time values have been estimated, in true dimensional
units, for rigid heat conductors for the theory proposed by Lord and Shulman which




(s) for aluminum alloys at25C
i0= 1 .6 x
IO"12
(s) for carbon alloys at 25C
i0= 1.5 x
IO"12
(s) for uranium silicate at25C
t0= 2.0 x
IO"9
(s) for liquid helium at 0.25K
Thermal relaxation times have not been estimated for the Green-Lindsay typematerial with
two relaxation times, therefore, the values presented above will be used for approximation.
In order to determine the non-dimensional values that relate to the relaxation times given
above, equations [(5.5.25) and (5.5.25)] from [9] are used. For aluminum alloy, the
thermal relaxation time is computed as:
L 8.00
,e
tn~ = = 3.72 (5.2. 1)0
t*0
2.15xl0"12
This analysis will consider the stress-temperature response at a given
"depth"
into
thematerial model. The depth is indicated by the spatial variable (x). This problem model
is being studied as one-dimensional.
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The parameter values are shown inTable (5.2. 1) and listed by their analytical
names and program names.
Table 5.2. 1 - ParameterValues











5.3 - Laser Profile
The laser profile will be the first element of this analysis to be reviewed. The
profile and its first, second, and third time derivatives were previously listed as equations
(4.4.29), (4.4.30), (4.4.31), and (4.4.32). The laser profile is shown graphically in
Figure (5.3.1) using the parameter values listed in Table (5.2.1).








0 .02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1
time
Figure 5.3. 1 - LaserProfile
For these parameters, the pulse activation time is:
tf=0.1 (5.3.1)
From [8], this laser profile is valid for the stress-temperature response formulations
previously described if (^) is sufficiently small such that:
% = t"fexp(-btmf)\ (5.3.2)
For the parameter values to be used for this problem, = 4.54 x
10~8
. Therefore, this laser
profile can be deemed appropriate for this analysis.
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The laser pulse rise time (tr) is calculated by setting the first derivative of the profile
function to zero and solving for (t). Therefore:
/
\1/m
and for this analysis:
t = 0.0387 (5.3.4)
5.4 - Evaluation of Primary Intermediate Functions
This section will develop the evaluations for the primary intermediate functions as
part of the direct formulations of the stress-temperature pairs (od ,dd), (ow ,6W), and
(oc, 0C ) . The other intermediate functions that are integral to the formulations for these
functions are presented as part of theMathematica program inAppendix A.
The evaluations of the intermediate functions requires an analysis of the summation
part of the functions in order to determine the finite value of (ra) that the summation will
evaluate to. Theoretically, the summations are stated to progress from (ra = 0 - oo). For
the program, a finite value of (ra) is determined forwhich summations beyond that value
may be ignored. As part of a separate numerical analysis, itwas found that the summation
series'
converge very quickly and that, universally, values of (ra > 3) yielded accuracy to
six significant digits. This accuracy is well within the accuracymagnitude necessary for
this analysis. Therefore, all series summations are evaluated through the range
(-0->3).
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5.4.1 - Intermediate Functions for {od,dd)
In addition to the laser profile (presented above) and its first derivative, the
intermediate function of interest for the stress-temperature pair, {od,dd) is i^(0,;a) and
its first derivative with respect to time. The plots for Ri(0,t;a) are presented in Figure
(5.4.1) for (i = 1) and Figure (5.4.2) for (i = 2).
As was predicted in the hypothesis in Section 4.5, the functions Ri(0,t;a) for
(i = l) and (i = 2) are smooth through the range of interest (as is the laser profile) and as
such, it is expected that the stress-temperature pair (od, 6d)will also be smooth through
this range of values. The first time derivatives of Ri(0,t;a) and Y(t) are shown in the
Mathematica program inAppendix A.
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Ri[xi,t;al] ; i=l; xi=0
20 30 40 50
time







20 30 40 50
time
Figure 5.4. 2 - Ri(0,t;a);i = 2
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5.4.2 - Intermediate Functions for (cxw,0w)
For the first wave components of the stress-temperature pair, (ow ,9W), the
functions (in addition to the laser profile) of interest are Mt(xt, i) , E[xt, t; a) , and
<2i(*j, t; a) . The plots of these functions for the range of interest are plotted in Figures
(5.4.3) and (5.4.4) for Affa, t), (i = 1, 2) , Figures (5.4.5) and (5.4.6) for
ifo, t; a) , (i = 1, 2) , and Figures (5.4.7) and (5.4.8) for Qt(xt, t; a) , (i = 1, 2) . As noted
in the earlier hypothesis, these three functions exhibit smooth characteristics through the
range of interest and therefore it is expected that the stress-temperature pairwill also exhibit
smooth characteristics. The only exception to this is at the wave fronts defined by the
imposition of the Heaviside function in the stress-temperature formulations. These wave





These wave fronts become evident in the plots for Pfa, t; a) and <2i(^, t; a) . Note that in
Figures (5.4.5) and (5.4.7) the plots are zero for all t, (0 < t< 20.643) and in Figures
(5.4.6) and (5.4.8) the plots are zero for all t, (0 < t< 9.689). These wave fronts are
established in these formulations from the inclusion of the functionA^(x;, t) which
imposes a constraint on two of its terms to prohibit imaginary terms. It is this constraint
that forms the wave fronts in this function [see equation (4.4.43)].
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Mi[xi,t]; i=l
10 20 30 40 50
time
Figure 5.4. 3 - Mt(xt, t);i=l
Mi[xi,t] ; i=2
20 30 40 50
time




10 20 30 40 50
time
Figure 5.4. 5 - />(*;> t;a);i=l
Pi [xi,t;al] ; i=2
20 30 40 50
time
Figure 5.4. 6 - P^x^ t;a);i = 2
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Qi [xi,t;al] ; i=l
10 20 30 40
time
Figure 5.4. 7 - Qpxp t;ap,i=\
Qi Qi [xi,t;al] ; i=2
time
Figure 5.4. 8 - Qi(xi,t\a);i = 2
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5.4.3 - Intermediate Functions for (oc,6c)
For the stress-temperature pair, (oc, 6C ) , the dominating functions determining
their shape are N^x^t) and Mi(xi,t) for (i= 1, 2). The plots for N^j) through the
range of interest are shown in Figures (5.4.9) and (5.4. 10). The plots for Mt(xt,t) were
shown previously in Figures (5.4.3) and (5.4.4). As discussed in Section 5.4.2, the
functionN^j) shows the clear wave fronts due to the term A^0^, t) in its formulation.
Through the range, however, the plots of the intermediate functions are smooth and it is
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Figure 5.4. 10 - Nxi,t);i = 2
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5.5 - Evaluation of Stress-Temperature Pairs
In this section, the evaluations of the three stress-temperature pairs (diffusive
component, first wave component, and second wave component) will be discussed. In
Chapter 6, the wave components for the three stress-temperature components will be
summed to reveal the final stress-temperature response, at a fixed depth in the semi-space,
to a short laser pulse.
5.5.1 - Diffusive Stress-Temperature Component; od(x,t); dd(x,t)
The diffusive components of the stress-temperature response is a result of
instantaneous conversion of the light energy from the laser into heat in the whole
semi-
space. If tested at a specific time, it is expected that the diffusive response would reveal an
exponential decay along the semi-space depth that is similar to the dissipation of the laser
induced heat [8]. Clearly, as shown in Figures (5.5.1), (5.5.2), and (5.5.3) for the stress,
and Figures (5.5.4), (5.5.5), and(5.5.6) for the temperature, this diffusive response does
not exhibit any wave characteristics and begins to appear immediately after the laser heat is





sigmadi (x,t) ; i=l
7
2.5x10
10 20 30 40 50
time
Figure 5.5. 1 - Diffusive Stress of(x,t);i = l
sigmadi
sigmadi (x,t) ; i=2
time











Figure 5.5. 3 - Total Diffusive Stress od(x,t)
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Figure 5.5. 4 - DiffusiveTemperature df(x,t);i = 1
2.5x10
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Figure 5.5. 6 - TotalDiffusive Temperature 6d(x,t)
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5.5.2 - Wave Stress-Temperature Components;
w(*>O;0wUO and oc{x,t);6c{x,t)
Thewave components of the stress-temperature response represent a correction to
the diffusive part, formulated such that the boundary conditions of themodel are satisfied.
The wave part of the response maintains the characterization of the behavior ofwave-like
equations with convolution associated with this model [8].
In Figures (5.5.7), (5.5.8), and (5.5.9) for the first wave stress component,
Figures (5.5.13), (5.5.14), and (5.5.15) for the second wave stress component, Figures
(5.5. 10), (5.5. 1 1), and (5.5. 12) for the first wave temperature component, and Figures
(5.5.16), (5.5.17), and (5.5.18) for the second wave temperature component, the wave
fronts becomemore obvious. These are an effect of the Heaviside function that is imposed
on both the stress and temperature formulations. As discussed previously, the wave fronts
are distinguished at tx =xt = 20.643 and at t2 = x2 = 9.689 .
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sigmawi
sigmawi (x,t) ; i=l
-1x10
time
Figure 5.5. 7 - First Wave Stress af(x,t},i = l
sigmawi (x,t) ; i=2
time
Figure 5.5. 8 - First Wave Stress of{x,t);i = 2
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Figure 5.5. 9 - Total First Wave Component of Stress ow(x,t)
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Figure 5.5. 10 - FirstWaveTemperature df(x,t);i = 1
thetawi
thetawi (x,t) ; i=2
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Figure 5.5. 12 - Total FirstWave Component ofTemperature 0w(x,t)
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Figure 5.5. 1 3 - Second Wave Stress of(x,t); i = 1
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Figure 5.5. 14 - Second Wave Stress of(x,t); i = 2
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Figure 5.5. 1 6 - Second Wave Temperature df(x,t); i = 1
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The Total Stress-Temperature Response
6.1 - Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 4, the total stress-temperature thermoelastic response of a
semi-space to a short laser pulse is defined by a diffusive part and a wave part and depends
on nine variables; two independent variables, (x,t), three dimensionless constitutive
variables for thematerial, (f,t0, s), and four laser parameters, (m,n,b,a). Further, it is
expected that the total thermoelastic response at a fixed cross section of the semi-space
depth is represented by a pair of smooth transiental functions of time [8].
6.2 - The Total Stress Response
The total stress response to the laser pulse in the fixed semi-space depth is
determined by summing the diffusive part and the two wave component parts of the stress
responses examined in Chapter 5. The total response components are graphically presented
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in Figures (6.2. 1) and (6.2.2) for (i = 1) and (/ = 2) respectively and then in Figure (6.2.3)
for the total response.
From Figure (6.2.1), (i = 1), the plot shows from (0<t< 20.643), the diffusive
part of the response. A positive jump, due to the imposition of the Heaviside function in
the formulation for (ow) and (oc) at (t= 20.643) is evident representing the slower of the
two thermal waves. As expected, the stress response also shows evidence of approaching
zero as (t -> oo) .
From Figure (6.2.2), (/ = 2), the plot shows from (0 < t< 9.689) the diffusive part
of the response and as seen in the previous discussion with (i = 1), a positive jump, also
due to the imposition of theHeaviside function, this time occurring at (t - 9.689)
representing the faster of the two thermal waves. As (t - oo) , the plot for this component
of the stress approaches zero as part of a smooth function.
In comparing the jump values at the two wave fronts for the stress response, the
value of the fasterwave (i = 2) is approximately thirty times the value of the slower wave at
(i = 1). The total stress response for this model is graphically represented in Figure
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Figure 6.2. 1 - Total Stress Component (i = l)
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Figure 6.2. 2 -Total Stress Component (i = 2)
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Figure 6.2. 3 -Total Stress Response o{x,t)
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6.3 - The Total Temperature Response
The total temperature response to the laser pulse in the fixed semi-space depth is
determined by summing the diffusive part and the two wave component parts of the
temperature responses examined in Chapter 5. The total response components are
graphically presented in Figures (6.3.1) and (6.3.2) for (i = 1) and (i = 2) respectively and
then in Figure (6.3.3) for the total response.
As was revealed and discussed in the previous section for the stress response, in
Figure (6.3. 1), (z = 1), the plot shows from (0 < t< 20.643), the diffusive part of the
temperature response. In this case, the evaluation shows the diffusive response to be very
minimal compared to temperature response for this component at (t> 20.643). Like the
equivalent stress response, this plot shows this temperature component to be a smooth
transiental function with respect to time, and shows a jump at the wave front, (t = 20.643)
due to the imposition of the Heaviside function in the formulation of (0W) and (0C) thus
representing the slower of the two thermal waves. However unlike the equivalent stress
response, this temperature component does not approach zero as (t - oo) . This result
does not match what was expected nor does it appear logical. This, of course, raises
concern that an anomaly exists either in the formulation of the temperature response
equations, the program script for these formulations, or in the methodology used by the
program language to evaluate the formulations in the way of imprecision or inaccuracy.
From Figure (6.3.2), (z = 2), the plot shows from (0 < t< 9.689) the diffusive part
of the response and displays a positive jump at the wave front, (t = 9.689) representing the
faster of the two thermal waves. As was the case for the total temperature response
component (/ = 1), the plot of this component (i = 2) also appears to display an anomaly in
that the response does not approach zero as (t - oo). The same possible sources that were
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discussed in the previous case and precipitating this anomaly are valid for this
case as well.
Further study of this phenomenon is required in order to complete a full
coverage of the
model presented in this thesis.
The total thermoelastic temperature response shown as the summation of the two
total temperature response components, (i = 1) and (i = 2) is graphically presented in
Figure (6.3.3). As expected by the anomaly present, this total temperature response does
not approach zero as (t - oo) .
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Figure 6.3. 2 - Total Temperature Component (i = 2)
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In this thesis, a study has been presented that reviews several aspects of the
problem of examining the thermoelastic response of a semi-space to a short laser pulse.
This study has included an overview of the historical fundamentals studied bymany
researches since the late 1800's including the contemporary studies that have worked to
generalize the classical theories to remove the physical paradox of infinite travel speed of
thermal responses suggested by the classical theories. In this overall review, the flow of
theories from the foundations of Fourier's law and the theory of elasticity were described
thus leading to the classical theory of thermoelasticity and finally to the generalized theories
of thermoelasticity. Two generalizations to the classical theorywere discussed including
the Lord-Shulman theory starting with amodification to Fourier's law and the introduction
of a thermal relaxation time. The second generalization was that proposed by Green-
Lindsay which made nomodification to Fourier's law, developed temperature-rate
dependent constitutive equations, and introduced two thermal relaxation times and a
thermoelastic coupling coefficient. Thermal relaxation time was defined as the time lag
necessary for an element in amaterial to attain steady state heat conduction subsequent to
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the application of a sudden temperature gradient on the element. Relaxation time has been
termed as a second sound in that it resembles the characteristics evident in first sound
(phonon) phenomenon. In so doing, for both theories, hyperbolic heat conduction
equations were instituted to replace the parabolic equations inherent in the classical theory
of thermoelasticity. This was needed in order to develop response formulations that did not
predict infinite speeds of thermal responses in a medium. Thus, response formulations
were established in a characteristic wave equation form.
From the concept of thermoelasticitywith two relaxation times, the general solution
was presented and included, in fundamental terms, how the use ofGreen's function leads
to the closed form solution. From this development, formulations for some of the key
parameters were revealed including damping, attenuation, and wave velocity.
The development of the closed form solution for the response to a short laser pulse
was discussed. The problem was formulated as an initial-boundary value problem where a
short laser pulse is introduced at a constrained stress free boundary of a semi-space (x & 0)
described as an isotropic, homogeneous, thermoelastic body of the Green-Lindsay type.
A single formulation for the laser profile, representing a skewed Gaussian temporal
profile, was established. In addition, the specific constraints on the problem were listed
noting that the light energy from the laser is converted instantaneously to heat absorbed by
the body, that the thermoelastic response is sensitive to a
temperature-rate due to the energy
distribution of the laser pulse, and that the thermoelasticwave is one-dimensional.
The solution to the problem revealed that the stress-temperature pair (o, 0) depends
on two independent variables (x,t), three constitutive material variables (f,t0,e) and four
laser parameters (m,n,b,a) and that the
stress-temperature pair is a sum of three stress-
temperature components; a diffusive component and two wave components. Itwas
hypothesized that the stress-temperature pairwill represent a pair of smooth transiental
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functionswith respect to time (t> 0) at a fixed cross section of the semi-space. Further, it
was hypothesized that the stress-temperature pairwould approach zero as (t - oo) .
A numerical analysis was completed using the formulations established from the
closed form solution to the problem. This analysis clearly showed the existence of two
wave fronts in the stress-temperature response that traveled with (dimensionless) speeds
(vt = 0.484) and (v2 = 1.032) that arrive at the cross section of interest at (t = xr = 20.643)
and at (t = x2 = 9.689). The numerical analysis revealed two obvious positive jumps in
the total stress response as hypothesized and degraded to zero as (t -> oo) . The total
temperature response also revealed two obvious jumps at the expected time values,
however did not degrade to zero as (t - oo) . This is not a logical result which prompted
an attempt to reveal the source of the anomaly. Clearly, the anomaly rests in the
formulations themselves, the programming script, or in themethodologies used in the
programming applications (e.g. numerical integration) thus inadvertently adding
imprecision or inaccuracy into the result. Further study of this anomaly is necessary to
ensure complete closure to this study and the numerical analysis.
As a final conclusion, it should be noted that the theories and formulations studied
in the context of this thesis and the prior research work that this thesis is based on form an
excellent foundation for practical applications. As an example, these applications may
include extremely low temperature physics or even in manufacturing interests related to
material processing. However, very few material processing applications utilize a single
pulse lasermodel as discussed in this work. In most applications, such as lasermachining,
or laser welding for instance, a constant train of pulses are concentrated on amaterial
surface thus creating localized heating and thermal responses that are muchmore severe and
produce material phase change as well [6]. On going studies in these areas are currently in
process to understand the thermoelastic response under these conditions.
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Analysis of the Thermoelastic
Response of a Semi-Space to a
Short Laser Pulse
Mathematica Program for the Numerical Analysis
PART A - Intermediate Function Evaluations
Define parameters and initialize values
x1 - space variable (x)
t - time variable (t)
to - material parameter (t)
tso - material parameter (t0)
eps - material parameter (e)
yO - material parameter (Yo)
ml - laser parameter (m)
n1 - laser parameter (n)
b1 - laser parameter (b)
a1 - laser parameter (a)
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Create the necessary call files
NOTE: To create the call files, this section must be manually run after the rest of the
program is initialized.
Mi(Xj,t); 1=1,2 (mi[1,x[1]]5 mi[2,x[2]])
Do[
If[i==l, Interpolation [Table [{t, mi[i, x[i], t]}, {t, 0, 100}]] >>
"mi[l,x[l] ]", Interpolation [
Table [{t, mi[i, x[i], t]}, {t, 0, 100}]] "mi[2,x[2] ] "] ,
{if If 2}]
Mj(0,t); 1=1,2 (mi[1,0], mi[2,0])
Do[If[i==l, Interpolation [Table [{t, mi[i, 0, t]}, {t, rl, 100}]] >>
"mi [1,0]", Interpolation [
Table[{t, mi[i, 0, t]}, {t, rl, 100}]] "mi[2,0]"],
{i, If 2}]
Nj(Xj,t); 1=1,2 (ni[1,x[1]], ni[2,x[2]])
Do[If [i == 1,
Interpolation [Table [{t, ni[i, x[i], t]}, {t, 0, 100, .1}]]
"




Table[{t, ni[i, x[i], t]}, {t, 0, 100, .1}]] "ni[2,x[2] ] ] ,
{if If 2}]
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Pj(Xj,t,a1); 1=1,2 (pi[1,x[1],a1], pi[2,x[2],a1])
Do[If [i == 1,
Interpolation [Table [{t, pi[i, x[i], t, al]}, {t, 0, 100}]]
"pi[l,x[l],al]",
Interpolation [Table [{t, pi[i, x[i], t, al]}, {t, 0, 100}]]
"pi[2,x[2],al]"]r
{if If 2}]
Pj(0,t,a1); 1=1,2 (pi[1,0,a1], pi[2,0,a1])
Do[If [i == 1,
Interpolation [Table [{t, pi[i, 0, t, al]}, {t, 0, 100}]] >>
"pi [ 1 , 0 ,al ]
"
, Interpolation [
Table[{t, pi[i, 0, t, al]}, {t, 0, 100}]] "pi[2,0,al] "] ,
{if If 2}]
Pj(0,t,-a1); 1=1,2 (pi[1,0,-a1], pi[2,0,-a1])
Do[If [i == 1,
Interpolation [Table [{t, pi[i, 0, t, -al]}, {t, rl, 100}]]
"pi [1,0, -a1] ", Interpolation [
Table[{t, pi[i, 0, t, -al]}, {t, rl, 100}]] "pi[2,0,-al] "] ,
{if If 2}]
Qj(Xi,t,a1); 1=1,2 (qi[1,x[1],a1], qi[2,x[2],a1])
Do[If [i == 1,
Interpolation [Table [{t, qi[i, x[i], t, al]}, {t, 0, 100}]]
"qi[l,x[l],al]",
Interpolation [Table [{t, qi[i, x[i] , t, al]}, {t, 0, 100}]]
"qi[2,x[2],al]"],
{if If 2}]
Qj(0,t,-a1); 1=1,2 (qi[1,0,-a1], qi[2,0,-a1])
Do[If [i == 1,
Interpolation [Table [{t, qi[i, 0, t, -al]}, {t, rl, 100}]]
"qi[l,0,-al] ", Interpolation [
Table[{t, qi[i, 0, t, -al]}, {t, rl, 100}]] "qi[2,0,-al] "] ,
{if If 2}]
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Rj(0,t,a1); i=1,2(ri[1,0,a1], ri[2,0,a1])
Do[If [i == 1,
Interpolation [Table [{t, ri[i, 0, t, al]}, {t, 0, 100}]]
"ri[l,0,al]"
, Interpolation [
Table [{t, ri[i, 0, t, al]}, {t, 0, 100}]] "ri[2,0,al] "]
{if If 2}]
Qi(Xi,t;a); 1=1,2 (qid[1,x[1],a1], qid[2,x[2],a1])
Do[If [i == 1,
Interpolation [Table [{t, qid[i, x[i], t, al]}, {t, 0, 100}]]
"qid[l,x[l],al]",
Interpolation [Table [{t, qid[i, x[i], t, al]}, {t, 0, 100}]]
"qid[2,x[2],al]"],
{if If 2}]
Ri(0,t;a); 1=1,2 (rid[1,0,a1], rid[2,0,a1])
Do[If [i == 1,
Interpolation [Table [{t, rid[i, 0, t, al]}, {t, 0, 100}]] >>
"rid[l,0,al]"f Interpolation!
Table[{t, rid[i, 0, t, al]}, {t, 0, 100}]] "rid[2,0,al] "] ,
{if If 2}]
Interpolation [Table [{t, rid[2, 0, t, al]}, {t, 0, 100}]] >>
"rid[2,0,al]"
Additional call files
NOTE: To create the call files, this section must be manually run after the rest of the
program is initialized.
The following interpolating functions will be integrated with the dependent variable as (t-tau) with an
integration range of x[i] - t. The range over which the functions will be interpolatedmust first be
established.
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The lower limit will be M ; the upper limit, r2
ln[82]:= If[N[x[l]] > N[x [2] ] , rl = N[Round [-x [1] - 1] ] ,
rl = N[Round[-x[2] - 1]]] ;
W3y.= If[N[x[l]] >M[x[2]], r2 = N[Round[100 - x[2] +1]],
r2 =N[Round[100 -x[l] +1]]];
Irta4}:= Print [{"The lower limit is", rl}]
Print [{"The upper limit is", r2}]
{The lower limit is, -22.}
{The upper limit is, 91.}
o-o(i)(0,t); i=1,2(sigmaoi[1], sigmaoi[2])
Do[If [i == 1,
Interpolation [Table [{t, sigmaoi[i, t]}, {t, rl, r2, 1}]]
"
sigmaoi [ 1 ]
"
, Interpolation [
Table[{t, sigmaoi[i, t]}, {t, rl, r2, 1}]] "sigmaoi [2] "] ,
{if If 2}]
tr0 (0,t); i=1,2 (sigmaoid[1], sigmaoid[2])
Do[If [i == 1,
Interpolation [Table [{t, sigmaoid[i, t]}, {t, rl, r2, 1}]] >>
"
sigmaoid [ 1 ]
"
, Interpolation [
Table[{t, sigmaoid[i, t]}, {t, rl, r2, 1}]] "sigmaoid [2] "] ,
{if If 2}]
0o(i)(O,t); i=1,2 (thetaoi[1], thetaoi[2])
Do[If [i == 1,




Table[{t, thetaoi[i, t]}, {t, rl, r2, 1}]] "thetaoi [2] "] ,
{if If 2}]
(i)
0O (0,t); i=1,2 (thetaoid[1], thetaoid[2])
Do[If [i == 1,
Interpolation [Table [{t, thetaoid[i, t]}, {t, rl, r2, 1}]] >>
"




Table[{t, thetaoid[i, t]}, {t, rl, r2, 1}]] "thetaoid[2] "] ,
{if If 2}]
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(i)
0Q (0,t); i=1,2 (thetaoidd[1], thetaoidd[2])
Do[If [i == 1,
Interpolation [Table [{t, thetaoidd[i, t]}, {t, rl, r2, 1}]]
"
thetaoidd [ 1 ]
"
, Interpolation [
Table[{t, thetaoidd[i, t]}, {t, rl, r2, 1}]] "thetaoidd[2] "]
{if If 2}]
Evaluate the model parameters
Formulate delta, alpha, beta
- tso + eps to)
'
(1 + eps) (tso + eps to)
- (1 - eps)
in[6]:= delta = (1
2




2 Veps V 1 + (1 + eps) (to - tso)
;
delta
Formulate k[i], v[i], h[i], x[i]
hf?]:= k[i_] := .5 (l +eps +
(-1)1
alpha Vdelta ) ;
v[i_]
VI
"V 1 + tso + eps to-
(-1)1
Vdelta
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Listing of parameter values
in[i7]:= TableForm [
{{"to", to}, {"tso", tso}, {"eps", eps}, {"yO", yO}, {"ml", ml},
{"nl", nl}, {"bl", bl}, {"al", al}, {"xl", xl}, {"delta", delta},
{"alpha", alpha}, {"beta", beta}, {"k[l]", N[k[l]]},
{"k[2]", N[k[2]]}, {"v[l]", N[v[l]]}, {"v[2]", N[v[2]]},
{"h[l]", N[h[l]]}, {"h[2]", H[h[2]]}, {"x[l]", N[x[l]]},
{"x[2]", N[x[2]]}, {"alphal[l]", N[alphal [1] ] },
{"alphal[2]", N[alphal [2] ] }, {"lamdal [1]
"
, Hflamdal [1] ] },
{"lamdal [2]", N[lamdal [2] ] }, {"omegal [1]
"
, N[omegal [1] ] },
{"omegal[2]", N[omegal [2] ] }, {"zetal [l,t] ", N[zetal[l, t]]},
{"zetal[2,t]"f N[zetal[2, t]]}}, TableSpacing -* {1, 10},
TableHeadings - {None, {StyleForm [
"PARAMETER"
,
FontFamily - "Helvetica", FontHeight - "Bold"] , StyleForm [
"VALUE", FontFamily - "Helvetica", FontWeight - "Bold"]}}]
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Evaluate intermediate functions gn(0, hnQ), An(')














Plot the function gn(')(t); n=0; i=1
Plot[g[0, 1, t] , {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel -
{"time"
, "g(t)"},
PlotLabel -> "Function g(t); n=0; i=l", PlotRange - {0, 1}]
g(t)
Function g(t); n=0; i=l
time
Graphics -
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Plot the function gn(')(t); n=0; i=2
Plot[g[0, 2, t], {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel -? {"time", "g(t)"},
PlotLabel - "Function g(t); n=0; i=2", PlotRange -* {0, 1}]
g(t)
Function g(t); n=0; i=2
time
10 20 30 40 50
- Graphics
Plot the function gn(')(t); n=1,2,3,4; i=1
irtU7]:= gplotl =Plot[{g[l, 1, t] , g[2, 1, t] , g[3, 1, t] , g[4, 1, t]},
{t, 0, 50}, PlotRange - {-.4, .2}, AxesLabel - {"time", "g(t)"},
PlotLabel -? "g(t) ; n=l,2,3,4; i=l"]
in[i48]:= Showfgplotl, Graphics [Text [
"n=l"
, {6, -.35}]], Graphics [
Text["n=3", {6, -.1}]], Graphics [Text ["n=4", {6, .04}]],
Graphics [Text ["n=2", {6, .19}]]]
time
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Plot the function gn(')(t); n=1 ,2,3,4; i=2
14149}:= gplot2 =Plot[{g[l, 2, t] , g[2, 2, t] , g[3, 2, t] , g[4, 2, t]},
{t, 0, 50}, PlotRange - {-.2, .1}, AxesLabel - {"time", "g(t)"},
PlotLabel -* "g(t); n=l,2,3,4; i=2"]
14153]:= Show [gplot2 , Graphics [Text [ "n=l
"
, { 6 , - . 2 } ] ] , Graphics [
Text["n=3", {6, - .04}] ], Graphics [Text ["n=4", {6, .025}]],
Graphics [Text ["n=2", {6, .08}]]]












Binomial [n, k] (-1)
k ( alPha ]
[ beta J
n-k
Which [n + k ==1, .5,n + k>l, 0],
(n + k) If [t == 0,
BesselJ[n + k, beta t]
')'
Verify h(t); n=1 ; i=1 ; t=0; ^> -3.868
Irf154]:= N[hl[l, 1, 0]]
Out[i54]= -3.8684
Verify h(t); n>1 (i.e n=2); t=0; => 0
14155]:= N[hl[2, 1, 0]]
Out[155]= 0
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Plot the function hn(')(t); n=1 ,2,3,4; i=1
14163].= hplotl =Plot[{hl[l, 1, t], hl[2, 1, t], hl[3, 1, t] , hl[4, 1, t]},
{t, 0, 50}, PlotRange -A11, AxesLabel - {"time", "h(t)"},
PlotLabel - "h(t); n=l,2,3,4; i=l"]
14167]:= Show [hplotl, Graphics [Text ["n=l", {6, -.1}]], Graphics [
Text["n=3", {4, - .03}] ], Graphics [Text ["n=4", {4, .015}]],
Graphics [Text ["n=2", {6, .035}]]]
h(t) ; n=l,2,3,4; i=l
-0.05
-0.15
out[i67]= - Graphics -
Plot the function hn(')(t); n=1,2,3,4; i=2
14168]:= hplot2 = Plot[{hl[l, 2, t], hl[2, 2, t] , hl[3, 2, t] , hl[4, 2, t]},
{t, 0, 50}, PlotRange -A11, AxesLabel - {"time", "h(t)"},
PlotLabel - "h(t); n=l,2,3,4; i=2"]
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14170]:= Show[hplot2, Graphics [Text ["n=l", {6, -.1}]], Graphics [
Text["n=3", {4, - .015}] ], Graphics [Text["n=4", {4, .01}]]
Graphics [Text ["n=2", {10, .025}]]]


















If [N[u2] > s2, 0, 1] Bessell[n, Vomegal [i] (s2 -u2) ] ;
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Plot the function AnO(u,s); n=1 ; i=1
Plot[an[l, 1, x[l], t] , {t, 0, 50}, PlotRange -> All ,
AxesLabel - {"time", "A"}, PlotLabel - "A(u,s); n=l; i=l"]
*









10 20 30 40 50
time
Graphics
Plot the function An(')(u,s); n=1 ; i=2
Plot[an[l, 2, x[2], t] , {t, 0, 50}, PlotRange - All ,
AxesLabel - {"time", "A"}, PlotLabel ^ "A(u,s) ; n=l; i=2"]
A(u,s) ; n=l; i=2
time
Graphics
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Plot the function An(')(u,s); n=-1 ; i=1
14171]:= Plot[an[-l, 1, x[l], t] , {t, 0, 50}, PlotRange -All ,
AxesLabel - {"time", "A"} , PlotLabel - "A (u,s) ; n=-l; i=l"]
A
A(u,s) ; n=-l; i=l
time
out[i7i]= - Graphics -
Plot the function An(')(u,s); n=-1 ; i=1
14172]:= Plot [an [-1, 2, x[2], t] , {t, 0, 50}, PlotRange -All ,







10 20 30 40 50
time
out[i72]= - Graphics -
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Evaluate functions Mj(Xj,t), Nj(Xj,t)
Program variables will be defined as:
Mj(Xj,t) *> mi[i,x[i],t]
Ni(xht) => ni[i,x[i],t]
Define the Heaviside Function (hsf) for zeta1[i]
Define the Heaviside function with dummy independent variable (zeta)
1421]:= hsf [zeta_] := If [zeta > 0, 1, 0]
Test Plot zetal and hsf[zeta1] for(i=1)
14174]:= Plot [zetal [1, t] , {t, 0, 50}, PlotLabel -
AxesLabel -> {"time", "zetal"}]
zetal [i,t]; i=l",
zetal [i,t] ; i=l
time
014174]= - Graphics -
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14176]:= Plot [hsf [zetal [1, t] ] , {t, 0, 50},
PlotRange -*All, AxesLabel - {"time", "H(zetal)"},
PlotLabel - "Heaviside [zetal [i,t] ] ; i=l"]






10 20 30 40




1422]:= mill[i_, t_] :=Exp[-h[i] t]
1423]:= mil2[i_, t_] :=g[0, i, zetal[i, t] ]
3
1






NIntegrate [g[n, i, t-s]
an[n- 1, i, xi, s], {s, xi, t}])
1425]:= mi[i_, xi_, t_] :=mill[i, t] (mil2[i, t] +mil3[i, xi, t] )
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Plot the function Mj(Xj,t); i=1
Plot[mi[l, x[l], t], {t, 0, 50}, PlotRange -All ,
AxesLabel - {"time", "Mi"}, PlotLabel - "Mi [xi,t] ; i=l"]
Mi[xi,t]; i=l
20 30 40 50
time
Graphics
Plot the function Mj(Xj,t); i=2
Plot[mi[2, x[2], t] , {t, 0, 50}, PlotRange -All ,






1426]:= nill[i_, xi_, t_] := xi Exp[-h[i] t]
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1427]:= nil2[i_, xi_, t_] :=an[-l, i, xi, t]






NIntegrate [hi [n, i, t-s] an[n - 1, i, xi, s],
{s, xi, t}])
1429]:= ni[i_, xi_, t_] :=nill[i, xi, t] (nil2[i, xi, t] +nil3[i, xi, t] )
Plot the function Nj(x;,t); i=1
Plot[ni[l, x[l], t] , {t, 0, 50}, PlotRange -> All,
AxesLabel - {"time", "Ni"}, PlotLabel - "Ni[xi,t] ; i=l"]
Ni[xi,t]; i=l
10 20 30 40
time
- Graphics
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Plot the function Nj(Xj,t); i=2
Plot[ni[2, x[2], t] , {t, 0, 50}, PlotRange - All ,










10 20 30 40 50
- Graphics
time
Evaluate the laser profile











Formulate y[t], yd[t], ydd[t], yddd[t]
14301:= y [t_] : = yO
tnl
Exp [-bit"1]
1431]:= yd[t_] : = yO
t"1"1
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14321:= ydd[t_] : = yO
tnl"2




1433]:= yddd[t_] :=lf[t==0, 6, (yOt*1-3)
(nl (nl - 1) (nl - 2) - (ml bl)
t1
( (ml - 1) (ml - 2) + 3 nl (nl + ml




Plot the laser profile and its derivatives
Determine the valid laser pulse activation time to characterize the pulse as
"short"
By definition: xi ~ "sufficientiy
small"
(e.g. <.001)





1487]:= Plot[xi[t], {t, 0, .1}, AxesLabel - { "activation time", "xi"},
PlotLabel - "Laser Pulse, xi(t) ", PlotRange -> All]







0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1
activation time
out[87]= - Graphics -
The valid pulse activation time, therefore will be approximately .1
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Plot the laser profile; Y(t)
Plot[y[t], {t, 0, .1}, AxesLabel - {"time", "Y(t)"},
PlotLabel - "Laser Profile Y(t)"]
4x10
2x10
0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1
time
- Graphics
Compute the Laser Pulse Rising Time (tr)
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Plot the laser profile first time derivative; Y(t)
Plot[yd[t], {t, 0, .1}, AxesLabel - {"time", "dY/dt"},
PlotLabel - "Laser Profile dY/dt", PlotRange - All ]









Plot the laser profile second time derivative; Y(t)
Plot[ydd[t], {t, 0, .1}, AxesLabel -> {"time", "dA2Y/dt*2"},
PlotLabel - "Laser Profile dA2Y/dtA2"]
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Plot the laser profile third time derivative; Y(t)
Plot[yddd[t], {t, 0, .1}, AxesLabel -> {"time", "dA3Y/dtA3"},
PlotLabel - "Laser Profile d^Y/df^"]




/v (i) * (i) * (i)
Evaluate functions Pn (Xj,s;a1), Qn (Xj,s;a1), Rn (Xj,s;a1)










1434]:= pcap[n_, i_, xi_, s_, al_] :=an[n, i, xi, s] +
al v[i] NIntegrate[Exp[al v[i] (u-xi)]an[n, i, u, s]
{u, xi, s}, AccuracyGoal - 4, PrecisionGoal - 4]
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(i)
Plot the function Pn (Xj,s;a1); n=1, i=1
Plot[pcap[l, 1, x[l], s, al],
{s, 0, 50}, AxesLabel - {"time", "Pcap(i,s,xi;al) "},
PlotLabel - "Function Pcap(i,s,xi;al) ; n=l; i=l",
PlotPoints - 10]
Pcap(i,s,xi;al)








10 20 30 40 50
Graphics -
Formulate qcap[n,i,x[i],s,a1]
1435].= qcap[n_, i_, xi_, s_, al_] : =
NIntegrate[Exp[al v[i] (u
-
xi) ] an[n, i, u, s] , {u, xi, s},
AccuracyGoal - 4, PrecisionGoal - 4]
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~ (i)
Plot the function Qn (Xj,s;a1) ; n=1 , i=1
Plot[qcap[l, 1, x[l] , s, al] ,
{s, 0, 50}, AxesLabel -? {"time", "Qcap(i,s,xi;al) "},
PlotLabel - "Function Qcap(i,s,xi;al) ; n=l; i=l",
PlotPoints - 10]
Qcap(i,s,xi;al)






10 20 30 40 50
Graphics
Formulate rcap[n,i,x[i],s,a1]
1436]:= rcap[n_, i_, xi_, s_, al_] : =
Cosh[alv[i] (u
-
xi) ] an[n, i, u, s] dlu
J"
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~ (i)
Plot the function Rn (Xj,s;a1); n=1, i=1
14931:= Plot[rcap[l, 1, x[l], s, al] ,
{s, 0, 50}, AxesLabel - {"time", "Reap"},
PlotLabel - "Reap (i,s,xi;al) ; n=l; i=l", PlotRange - All]







10 20 30 40 50
time
out[93]= - Graphics -
Evaluate functions Pj(Xj,t;a1), Qj(Xj,t;a1), Rj(Xj,t;a1)








1437]:= pi01[n_, i_, xi_, t_, al_] : = pi01[n, i, xi, t, al] =
NIntegrate [g[n, i, t-s] pcap[n, i, xi, s, al], {s, xi, t}]
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lamdal [i])Bpi01[n, i, xi, t, al]
n!
Plot the function Pj(Xj,t;a1); i=1
1494]:= Plot [pi [1, x[l], t, al], {t, 0, 50}, PlotRange -> All ,





Plot the function Pj(Xj,t;a1); i=2
1495]:= Plot[pi[2, x[2], t, al], {t, 0, 50}, PlotRange - All ,
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Plot the function Pj(Xj,t;a1); i=1, Xj=0
Plot[pi[l, 0, t, al] ,
{t, 0, 50}, PlotRange -* All , AxesLabel-* {"time", "Pi"},






Plot the function Pj(xj,t;a1); i=2, Xj=0
Plot[pi[2, 0, t, al] ,
{t, 0, 50}, PlotRange - All , AxesLabel - {"time", "Pi"},
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Plot the function Pj(Xj,t;-a1); i=1, Xj=0
Plot [pi [1, 0, t, -al] ,
{t, 0, 50}, PlotRange -* All, AxesLabel -? {"time", "Pi"},
PlotLabel - "Pi [xi,t;-al]; i=l, xi=0"]
Pi
Pi [xi,t;-al] ; i=l, xi=0
time
Graphics -
Plot the function Pj(Xj,t;-a1); i=2, Xj=0
Plot[pi[2, 0, t, -al],
{t, 0, 50}, PlotRange - All , AxesLabel -
{"time"
, "Pi"},
PlotLabel - "Pi [xi,t;-al] ; i=2, xi=0"]
Pi
Pi[xi,t;-al] ; i=2, xi=0
time
- Graphics -
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Formulate qi[i,x[i],t,a1]
1439]:= qi01[n_, i_, xi_, t_, al_] :=qi01[n, i, xi, t, al] =
NIntegrate [g[n, i, t - s] qcap[n, i, xi, s, al], {s, xi, t}]






qiOl [n, i, xi, t, al]
v[i] Exp[-h[i] t] 2_,
n!
Plot the function Qj(Xj,t;a1); i=1
1496]:= Plot[qi[l, x[l], t, al], {t, 0, 50}, PlotRange -> All ,
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Plot the function Qj(Xj,t;a1); i=2
Plot[qi[2, x[2], t, al], {t, 0, 50}, PlotRange - All ,





Plot the function Qj(Xj,t;-a1); i=1, Xj=0
Plot[qi[l, 0, t, -al],
{t, 0, 50}, PlotRange - All , AxesLabel - {"time", "Qi"},




Qi [xi,t;-al] ; i=l, xi=0
time
- Graphics
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Plot the function Qj(Xj,t;-a1); i=2, Xj=0
Plot[qi[2, 0, t, -al] ,
{t, 0, 50}, PlotRange - All , AxesLabel - {"time", "Qi"},
PlotLabel - "Qi[xi,t;-al]; i=2, xi=0"]




1441]:= ri01[n_, i_, xi_, t_, al_] :=ri01[n, i, xi, t, al] =
NIntegrate [g[n, i, t - s] rcap[n, i, xi, s, al], {s, xi, t},
AccuracyGoal - 3, PrecisionGoal - 3]
1442]:= ri[i_, xi_, t_, al_] := (v[i] A2) Exp[-h[i] t] Sum[
(((((-1) ~i) lamdal [i]) An) / Factorial [n] ) ri01[n, i, xi, t, al] ,
{n, 0, 3}]
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Plot the function Rj(Xj,t;a1); i=1
Plot[ri[l, x[l], t, al], {t, 0, 50},
PlotRange -+ {0, 1.0}, AxesLabel - {"time", "Ri[xi,t;al] "},









10 20 30 40 50
- Graphics -
Plot the function Rj(Xj,t;a1); i=1, Xj=0
Plot[ri[l, 0, t, al], {t, 0, 50},
PlotRange -* {0, 5}, AxesLabel -* {"time", "Ri"},
PlotLabel - "Ri[xi,t;al] ; i=l;
xi=0"
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Plot the function Rj(Xj,t;a1); i=2
Ri[xi,t;al]
Function Ri[xi,t;al] ; i=2
time
Graphics -
Plot the function Rj(Xj,t;a1); i=2, Xj=0
Plot [Evaluate [ri [2, 0, t, al]],
{t, 0, 50}, PlotRange -All , AxesLabel -
{"time"
, "Ri"},
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(i)
Evaluate functions gn (t), Qj(Xj,t;a1), Ri(Xj,t;a1)








1443].= gd[n_, i_, t_] :=alphal[i] g[n, i, t] +
1
, 5 beta Exp [alpha1 [i] t] V
k=o
2*





(BesselJ [n + k - 1 , beta t ] - BesselJ [n + k + 1 , beta t ] )
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CD.
Plot the function gn (t); n=1 ; i=1
Plot[gd[l, 1, t], {t, 0, 50},
PlotRange -All, AxesLabel - {"time", "dg(t)/dt"},













Plot the function gn (t); n=1 ; i=2
Plot[gd[l, 2, t], {t, 0, 50},
PlotRange -> All, AxesLabel - {"time", "dg(t)/dt"},
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Formulate qid[i,xi,t,a1]
1444]:= qid01[n_, i_, xi_, t_, al_] :=qid[n, i, xi, t, al] =
NIntegrate[gd[n, i, t-s] qcap[n, i, xi, s, al] , {s, xi, t}]
1445]:= qid[i_, xi_, t_, al_] : =
-h[i] qi[i, xi, t, al] +
v[i]2





qidOl [n, i, xi, t, al]
n=0
n!
Plot the function Qj(Xj,t;a1); i=1
Plot[qid[l, x[l], t, al], {t, 0, 50},
PlotRange -All, AxesLabel - {"time", "dQi/dt"},








10 20 30 40 50
time
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Plot the function Qj(Xj,t;a1); i=2
Plot[qid[2, x[2], t, al] , {t, 0, 50},
PlotRange -All, AxesLabel -+ {"time", "dQi/dt"},
PlotLabel -> "dQi(xi,t;al)/dt; i=2"]




1446]:= rid01[n_, i_, xi_, t_, al_] :=rid01[n, i, xi, t, al] =
NIntegrate [gd[n, i, t - s] rcap[n, i, xi, s, al] , {s, xi, t}]
1447]:= rid[i_, xi_, t_, al_] : =
-h[i] ri[i, xi, t, al] +
v[i]2
Exp[-h[i] t] rcap[0, i, xi, t, al] +
J,
((-l)1
lamdal [i]) ridOl [n, i, xi, t, al]
n!
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Plot the function Rj(Xj,t;a1); i=1
Plot[rid[l, x[l], t, al], {t, 0, 50},
PlotRange - Automatic, AxesLabel - {"time", "dRi/dt"},








Plot the function Rj(x;,t;a1); i=2
Plot[rid[2, x[2], t, al] , {t, 0, 50},
PlotRange -> Automatic, AxesLabel - {"time", "dRi/dt"},
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Plot the function Rj(Xj,t;a1); i=1; Xj=0
Plot[rid[l, 0, t, al], {t, 0, 50},
PlotRange -All, AxesLabel - {"time", "dRi/dt"},






Plot the function Rj(Xj,t;a1); i=2; Xj=0
Plot[rid[2, 0, t, al], {t, 0, 50},
PlotRange -* Automatic, AxesLabel - {"time", "dRi/dt"},






10 20 30 40 50
time
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PART B - Stress /Temperature Evaluations
Evaluate the diffusive stress responses
o-d(i)(x,t) and o-d(x,t)





1448]:= sigmadi [i_, t_] := (-1) Exp [-alxl] yd[t
- tau] If [i == 1,
( ( "ri[l,0,al]"[tau]) + to ( "rid[l,0,al]
"
[tau] ) ) ,
(( "ri[2,0,al]"[tau]) + to ( "rid[2,0,al]
"
[tau] ) ) ]
dltau
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Plot the function <rd(i)(x,t); i=1
Plot [sigmadi [1, t] , {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel - {"time", "sigmadi"},
PlotLabel -? "sigmadi (x, t) ;
i=l"









. . . . . . . . . i , . . . i . . . . , . . . . ._
10 20 30 40 50
time
Graphics
Plot the function o-d(i)(x,t); i=2
Plot [sigmadi [2, t] , {t, 0, 50},
PlotRange -All, AxesLabel -> {"time", "sigmadi"},
PlotLabel - "sigmadi (x,t) ; i=2"]
sigmadi




1449}:= sigmad[t_] := sigmadi [1, t] + sigmadi [2, t]
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Plot the function o-d(x,t); i=1,2
Plot[sigmad[t] , {t, 0, 50},
PlotRange -All, AxesLabel - {"time", "sigmad"},
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Evaluate the diffusive temperature responses
0d(i)(x,t) and 0d(x,t)




1450]:= thetadi[i_, t_] := ((-l)1) Exp[-alxl] y [t
- tau] If [i == 1,
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Plot the function 0d(i)(x,t); i=1
Plot [thetadi [1, t] , {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel - {"time", "thetadi"},
PlotLabel - "thetadi (x, t) ;
i=l"
, PlotRange - All]









Plot the function 0dw(x,t); i=2
Plot [thetadi [2, t] , {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel - {"time", "thetadi"},
PlotLabel -? "thetadi (x, t) ;
i=2"
, PlotRange -> All]










1451]:= thetad[t_] := thetadi [1, t] + thetadi [2, t]
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Plot the function 0d(x,t); i=1,2
Plot [thetad [t] , {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel -* {"time", "thetad"},










Evaluate the first wave stress response component
o-w(i)(x,t) and o-w(x,t)




1452]:= sigmawi [i_, t_] := If [N[hsf [zetal [i, t] ] ] ==0, 0,
5
(-1)1
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Create an interpolating function for o-w(i)(x,t); i=1,2
(sigmawi[1], sigmawi[2])
Do[
If[i==l, Interpolation [Table [{t, sigmawi[l, t]}, {t, 0, 50}]]
"sigmawi [ 1 ]
"
, Interpolation [
Table [{t, sigmawi [2, t]}, {t, 0, 50}]] "sigmawi [2] "] ,
{if If 2}]
Plot the function <rw(i)(x,t); i=1
Plot[ "sigmawi [l]"[t],
{t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel - {"time", "sigmawi"},
PlotLabel - "sigmawi (x, t) ;
i=l"
, PlotRange - All]
sigmawi
sigmawi (x,t) ; i=l
time
Graphics
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{t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel - {"time", "sigmawi"},
PlotLabel -> "sigmawi (x,t) ;
i=2"
, PlotRange -* All]




1453]:= sigmaw[t_] :=<< "sigmawi [1]
"
[t] +<< "sigmawi [2]
"
[t]
Plot the function crw(x,t); i=1,2
Plot[sigmaw[t] , {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel - {"time", "sigmaw"},
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Evaluate the first wave temperature response component
0w(/)(x,t) and 0w(x,t)




1454]:= thetawi[i_, t_] := If [N[hsf [zetal [i, t] ] ] ==0,
0, .5 (-i)iif[i==i, \j y[u]<au
(( "mi[l,x[l]]"[tau]) + al ( "pi[l,x[l] ,al]
"
[tau] ) )
yd[t-tau] ( "qi[l,x[l],al]"[tau]) dtau,
Jt / / pt-tau '
.,411, 'm.
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Plot the function 0w(i)(x,t); i=1
14100}:= Plot [thetawi [1, t] , {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel -? {"time", "thetawi"},
PlotLabel - "thetawi (x,t) ;
i=l"
, PlotRange - All]
thetawi thetawi (x,t) ; i=l
time
014100]= - Graphics
Plot the function 0ww(x,t); i=2
1499]:= Plot [thetawi [2, t] , {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel - {"time", "thetawi"},
PlotLabel - "thetawi (x, t) ;
i=2"
, PlotRange - All]






01499]= - Graphics -
1 Formulate thetaw[t]
1455]:= thetaw[t_] := thetawi [1, t] + thetawi [2, t]
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Plot the function 0,y(x,t); i=1,2
14102]:= Plot [thetaw [t] , {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel -> {"time", "thetaw"},









Evaluate parameters used in the temperature and stress wave
part of the response; ( a, % y)
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Evaluate boundary stress relationships at x = 0;
<ro(i)(0,t) and f^'W)
Program variables will be defined as:
o-0(i)(0,t) => sigmaoi[i,t]
cr0 (0,t) =o- sigmaoid[i,t]
Note: Interpolating Functions for these functions are created in the "call
file"
section of this program.
Formulate sigmaoi[i,t]
1459]:= sigmaoi [i_, t_] : =
fJo
(-1)1+1
.5 (yd[t-tau] +toydd[t- tau]) (If [i == 1,
'0
( "qi[l,0,-al]"[tau]), ( "qi[2,0,-al]
"
[tau] ) ] )
dltau
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Plot the function o-0(i)(0,t); i=1
Plot[ "sigmaoi [l]"[t],
{t, -22, 41}, AxesLabel -* {"time", "sigmaoi"},
PlotLabel ->
"







-10 10 20 30 40
time




{t, -22, 41}, AxesLabel - {"time", "sigmaoi"},
PlotLabel -
"
sigmaoi (x,t) ; i=2", PlotRange - All]
sigmaoi
sigmaoi (x,t) ; i=2
-0.0001
0.00015
10 20 30 40
time
- Graphics
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Formulate sigmaoid[i,t]
1460]:= sigmaoid [i_, t_] :=
(-l)1+i
.5 (ydd[t-tau] + toyddd[t
- tau]
Jo




Plot the function o-0((0,t); i=1
Plot[ "sigmaoid[l]"[t],
{t, -22, 41}, AxesLabel - {"time", "sigmaoid"},
PlotLabel -
"
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time
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(i)




{t, -22, 41}, AxesLabel -> {"time", "sigmaoid"},
PlotLabel ->
"











10 20 30 40
time
Graphics
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Evaluate boundary temperature relationships at x = 0;
0o(l)(O,t), 0O (0,t), and 0O (0,t)
Program variables will be defined as:
0o(i)(O,t)=> thetaoi[i,t]
(D
0O (0,t) => thetaoid[i,t]
(i)
0O (0,t) => thetaoidd[i,t]
Note: Interpolating Functions for these functions are created in the "call
file"
section of this program.
Formulate thetaoi[i,t]
[i_, t_] := (.5 (-1)1) If[i==l, J^
(( "mi [1,0] "[tau]) + al ( "pi[l,0,-al]
"










(( "mi [2,0] "[tau]) + al ( "pi[2,0,-al]
"
[tau] ) ) +
yd[t-tau] ( "qi[2,0,-al]"[tau])
dtau]
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Plot the function 0o(i)(O,t); i=1
Plot[ "thetaoi[l]"[t] ,
{t, -22, 41}, AxesLabel - {"time", "thetaoi"},
PlotLabel -4
"
thetaoi (x,t) ; i=l", PlotRange - All]
-20
- Graphics -








-10 10 20 30 40
time




{t, -22, 41}, AxesLabel -? {"time", "thetaoi"},
PlotLabel -
"
thetaoi (x,t) ; i=2", PlotRange ->All]
thetaoi
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Formulate thetaoid[i,t]
1462]:= thetaoid[i_, t_] := (.5 (-1)1) If [i == 1, \ (y[t-tau]
rJo
(( "mi [1,0] "[tau]) + al ( "pi[l,0,-al]
"
[tau] ) ) +
ydd[t-tau] ( "qi[l,0,-al]
"
[tau] ) ) dltau,
(y[t-tau]
(( "mi [2,0] "[tau]) + al ( "pi[2,0,-al]
"






Plot the function 0O (0,t) ; i=1
Plot[<< "thetaoid[l]"[t],
{t, -22, 41}, AxesLabel - {"time", "thetaoid"},
PlotLabel -
"
thetaoid (x, t) ; i=l", PlotRange - All]







10 20 30 40
time
Graphics -
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(i)




{t, -22, 41}, AxesLabel - {"time", "thetaoid"},
PlotLabel -
"




-10 10 20 30 40
time
Formulate thetaoidd[i,t]
1463]:= thetaoidd[i_, t_] := (.5 (-1)1) If [i == 1, J (yd[t-tau]
rJo
( ( "mi[l,0]"[tau]) + al ( "pi[l,0,-al]
"
[tau] ) ) +
yddd[t- tau] ( "qi [1,0, -al]
"
[tau] ) ) dltau,
(yd [t- tau]
( ( "mi[2,0]"[tau]) + al ( "pi[2,0,-al]
"
[tau] ) ) +
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(i)




{t, -22, 41}, AxesLabel - {"time", "thetaoidd"},
PlotLabel -
"
thetaoidd (x,t) ; i=l",
PlotRange -All]









10 20 30 40
time
(0




{t, -22, 41}, AxesLabel - {"time", "thetaoidd"},
PlotLabel -
"
thetaoidd (x,t) ; i=2",
PlotRange - All ]
thetcloidd thetaoidd (x , t ) ; i=2
-20
-0.0002
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Evaluate the total boundary stress / temperature relationships
at x = 0;
o-0(0,t), o-0(0,t), 0o(O,t), 0o(O,t), and 0o(O,t)







sigmao[t], sigmaod[t], thetao[t], thetaod[t], thetaodd[t]





1465]:= sigmaod[t_] := << "sigmaoid [1]
"
[t] + << "sigmaoid [2]
"
[t]
1466]:= thetao [t_] : = "thetaoi [1]
"
[t] + "thetaoi [2]
"
[t]
1467]:= thetaod [t_] : = "thetaoid [1]
"
[t] + "thetaoid [2]
"
[t]
1468]:= thetaodd [t_] : = "thetaoidd [1]
"
[t] + "thetaoidd [2]
"
[t]
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Plot the function <ro(0,t); i=1,2
Plot[sigmao[t] , {t, -22, 41}, AxesLabel - {"time", "sigmao"},
PlotLabel -*
"












Plot the function o-0(0,t); i=1,2












10 20 30 40
time
Graphics -
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Plot the function 0o(O,t); i=1,2
Plot[thetao[t], {t, -22, 41}, AxesLabel - {"time", "thetao"},
PlotLabel -
"












10 20 30 40
time
Plot the function 0o(O,t); i=1,2







thetaodthetaod (x , t ) ; i= 1 , 2
10 20 30 40
time
Graphics
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Plot the function 0o(O,t); i=1,2
Plot [ thetaodd [t] , {t, -22, 41}, AxesLabel - {"time", "thetaodd"},
PlotLabel -
"
thetaodd (x, t) ; i=l,2",
PlotRange - All]
thetaodd













stress and temperature relationships




1469].= sigmaotilda[t_] :=alphacap (sigmao [t]) + betacap (sigmaod[t] )
gammacap ( (thetaod[t] ) + to (thetaodd [t] ) )
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Plot the function <ro(0,t)
Plot[sigmaotilda[t], {t, -22, 41},
AxesLabel - {"time", "sigmaotilda"}, PlotRange ->All ]
time
Formulate thetaotilda[t]
1470]:= thetaotilda[t_] :=alphacap (thetao [t] ) + betacap (thetaod[t]) +
eps (gammacap) (sigmao [t] )
Plot the function 0o(O,t)
Plot[thetaotilda[t], {t, -22, 41},
AxesLabel - {"time", "thetaotilda"}, PlotRange -All]
thetaotilda
10 20 30 40
time
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Evaluate the second wave stress response component;
o-c(i)(x,t) and <rc(x,t)




1471]:= sigmaci[i_, t_] := If [N[hsf [zetal [i, t] ] ] == 0,
0, Exp[-h[i] x[i]] (sigmao [zetal [i, t] ] ) +
[i==i, r
(-1)1
( "mi[l,x[l]]"[tau]) sigmaotilda [t
- tau] ) dltau,
Iff l | (( "ni[l,x[l]]"[tau]) (sigmao[t- tau]) +
i-l
rst
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Plot the function <rc(i)(x,t); i=1
Plot [sigmaci [1, t] , {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel-* {"time",










10 20 \ 30 40 50
time
- Graphics
Plot the function <rc(i)(x,t); i=2
Plot [sigmaci [2, t] , {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel - {"time", "sigmaci"},
PlotLabel -y "sigmaci (x,t) ;
i=2"
, PlotRange - All]










1472]:= sigmac [t_] := sigmaci [1, t] + sigmaci [2, t]
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Plot the function o-c(x,t); i=1,2
1481]:= Plot [sigmac [t] , {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel -
{"time"
, "sigmac"},
PlotLabel - "sigmac (x,t) ; i=l,2", PlotRange ->All,
PlotPoints - 50]








10 20 30 40 50
time
out[8i]= - Graphics -
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Evaluate the second wave temperature response component;
0c(i)(x,t) and 0c(x,t)




1473]= thetaci[i_, t_] := If [N[hsf [zetal [i, t] ] ] ==0, 0,
-
.5 Exp[-h[i] x[i] ] (thetao[zetal [i, t] ] ) + If [i == 1,




( "mi[l,x[l]]"[tau] ) thetaotilda [t - tau] ) dltau,
(( "ni[2,x[2]]"[tau]) (thetao [t
- tau] ) +
(-l)i+1
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Plot the function 0c(i)(x,t); i=1
Plot [thetaci [1, t] , {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel - {"time", "thetaci"},
PlotLabel -+ "thetaci (x,t) ;
i=l"
, PlotRange - All]
thetaci








Plot the function 0cw(x,t); i=2
Plot [thetaci [2, t] , {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel -
{"time"
, "thetaci"},
PlotLabel -> "thetaci (x, t) ;
i=2"







thetaci (x,t) ; i=2
10 20 30 40
- Graphics -
Formulate thetac[t]
1474]:= thetac[t_] := thetaci [1, t] + thetaci [2, t]
50
time
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Plot the function 0c(x,t); i=1,2
Plot[thetac[t] , {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel - {"time", "thetac"},










10 20 30 40 50
time
Evaluate the total stress response; o-(x,t)
Formulate o-1[t]; i=1
1475]:= al[t_] := (sigmadi [1, t]) + (<< "sigmawi [1]
"
[t] ) + (sigmaci [1, t] )
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Plot the stress response; <r1(x,t); i=1
1496]:= Plot[al[t], {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel - {"time", "ol"},
PlotLabel - "Stress Response; al(x,t); i=l", PlotRange - All,
PlotPoints - 50]








out[96]= - Graphics -
Formulate o-2[t]; i=2
1476]:= a2[t_] := (sigmadi [2, t]) + (<< "sigmawi [2]
"
[t] ) + (sigmaci [2, t] )
Plot the stress response; o-2(x,t); i=2
Plot[a2[t], {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel - {"time", "o2"},
PlotLabel - "Stress Response; o2(x,t); i=2", PlotRange -All]
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Formulate <r[t]
1477]:= a[t_] := (al[t]) + (a2[t])
Plot the total stress response; <r(x,t)
14100]:= Plot[o[t], {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel - {"time", "a"},
PlotLabel - "Total Stress Response; a (x, t)", PlotRange - All,
PlotPoints - 50]







014100]= - Graphics -
Evaluate the total temperature response; 0(x,t)
Formulate 01 [t]; i=1
1478]:= l[t_] := (thetadi[l, t]) + (thetawi[l, t] ) + (thetaci[l, t])
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Plot the temperature response; 01(x,t); i=1
Plot[61[t], {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel - {"time", "1"},
PlotLabel - "Temp. Response; l(x,t); i=l", PlotRange - All]










1479]:= 2[t_] := (thetadi [2, t]) + (thetawi [2, t] ) + (thetaci [2, t])
Plot the temperature response; 02(x,t); i=2
Plot[2[t], {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel ^ {"time", "2"},








2 Temp. Response; 02(x,t); i=2
6r
10 20 30 40 50
time
- Graphics -
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Formulate 0[t]
1480]:= [t_] := (l[t]) + (2[t])
Plot the total temperature response; 0(x,t)
Plot[[t], {t, 0, 50}, AxesLabel -> {"time", ""},
PlotLabel - "Total Temp. Response; (x,t) ", PlotRange -*All]
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